ADDENDUM No. 3
September 28, 2018

RE: Interior Remodel of the Basketball Locker Rooms – Worthen Arena
Ball State University
BSU Project No. 2018 – 061.01 WR

FROM: Ball State University
Facilities Planning and Management
Showalter Building
3401 North Tillotson Avenue
Muncie, Indiana 47306

TO: Prospective Bidders

This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Bidding Documents dated September 07, 2018 as noted below. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Bid Form Supplements. Failure to do so may subject Bidder to disqualification.

This Addendum is issued in accordance with the provisions of the Instructions to Bidders (AIA A701, 1997 Ed.) and Supplementary Instructions to Bidders Documents of the Project Manual.

This Addendum was created to address the following contractor questions, This Addendum does not contain any attachments.

CONTRACTOR QUESTIONS:

Questions received by Ball State. Answers to the questions below are indicated in this color.

Contractor Question No. 1
I receive a bid from one of the locker manufacturers. He has a qualification at the bottom stating that he can guarantee that he can have them fabricated, delivered and installed by the deadline but with the exceptions below. Will this be acceptable?

- Order by October 05.
  - Ball State University cannot guarantee that we will be able to award the project one (1) day after the bid date.
- No time for a finished mock-up (we will have an unfinished production mock-up for review if needed at our shop).
  - As indicated in Addendum No. 2, which is dated September 21, 2018, we have stuck the need for a Mock-up.
- Veneer to be laid up on a single layer of mdf (option Plain Sliced Cherry or Qtrd red oak).
  - Quarter sliced red oak veneer over mdf is acceptable.
- Stainless steel cup holders in lieu of plastic.
  o We will accept either stainless steel or molded plastic cup holders

- Upper door and lower drawer face frame will be solid lumber and not plywood veneer.
  o Solid lumber at both the upper and lower drawer faces are acceptable provided that the wood species (Quarter sliced red oak), stain color, and stain sheen matches the wood veneer of the locker.

- Hooks are laser etched not stamped.
  o A laser etched or stamped BSU cardinal head logo is acceptable.

- Upper door logo will be 10ga stainless steel laser cut and screen printed full color, bolted to the upper door 16ga perforated stainless steel.
  o This proposed material and method for the cardinal head logo is acceptable provided that the attachment bolts are not visible on the front face of the cardinal head logo.

- Our shelves are 16ga formed and flanged and bolted to the body of the locker, there is no plywood underlayment used or needed.
  o Preferred to have the stainless steel shelf wrap over some type of substraight to provide better stability of the shelf and eliminate the metal "clunk" sound when items are set on this shelf.

- Our hinge beam where the cupholders are will be stainless steel not wood.
  o Don't understand this question. Why is there a hinge when the construction documents call for the footlocker compartment to be a drawer. The seat is not meant to be lifted up.

- Seat cushion to be black antimicrobial vinyl.
  o Black color antimicrobial or naugahyde vinyl is acceptable provided that the has a double stitched center seam.

- Power will consist of the following: outlet, outlet boxes and ss faceplate – no wiring.
  o This question is a contractor coordination issue – No comment

- We will use 3 European concealed hinges and 2 hydraulic lift arms for the upper door.
  o This is acceptable.

- Foot locker drawer will be fully welded stainless steel and face will attach to the drawer face.
  o This is acceptable. Please also consider utilizing a black melamine finish an over mdf substrate within the drawer. This was utilized in the volleyball locker rooms.
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